
 

Within the framework of the university-wide initiative “Research for Global 

Challenges”, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice is seeking applications to fill 

permanent, full-time positions in various fields. Eligible applicants must have 

been employed as permanent faculty members or research staff by a 

foreign university or research institute for at least three consecutive 

years by the time of the call deadline. 

We seek individuals with a strong research commitment, an outstanding 

portfolio of international publications, and a proven teaching record in the field 

associated with the post. Experience in leading research groups, 

conducting/coordinating international projects, and a proven attitude to raise 

research funding are highly valued.  

Knowledge of the Italian language although considered a practical advantage, 

is not required. Fluency in written and spoken English is required. Regular 

duties include an annual teaching load of 90 to 120 class hours, corresponding 

to three to four courses (these are usually allocated so as to leave one free 

term for research work).  Service for the Department includes mentoring 

students. 

Available positions include: 

 

Assistant (tenure track) or Associate Professor (tenured) in Cross 

Cultural Studies, Comparative Philosophy and Intercultural Dialogue 

We encourage applications of candidates with a strong, innovative research 

agenda on ethics, intercultural dialogue, questions of tolerance and diversity. 

In everyday life, it is important to understand the systems of values and beliefs 

that regulate others’ behaviour, in the perspective of mutual respect and 

human dignity. Inter-cultural dialogue is needed to prevent new tensions in the 

encounter between cultures and religions that have different conceptions of 

the self, and therefore different understanding of intimacy, embodiment, 

private and public space. We seek candidates willing to develop their research 

on topics related to gender issues, inclusion and diversity in order to address 

the educational challenges of a globalized and increasingly multi-ethnic 

society. 

Full details about the post at the following link: 

https://www.researchgate.net/job/894797_Assistant_tenure_track_or_As

sociat  e_Professor_tenured-Cross_Cultural_Studies 
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Associate Professor in Accounting, Finance and Big Data 

We seek outstanding candidates with proven research skills in using big data 

sources for the analysis of at least one of the following: corporate governance, 

accounting, finance. The successful candidate will show a passionate drive for 

research in her/his own field and an a true interest in teaching on topics 

related to digital transformations and big data. 

Full details about the post at the following link: 

https://www.researchgate.net/job/894796_Associate_Professor-

Accounting_Finance_and_Big_Data 

 

 Associate Professor in Applied Economics: Innovation, Development, 

International Industry 

We seek candidates with recognized scientific expertise in the analysis of 

innovation and international industry, applied research on clusters and 

production networks, studies on the role of institutional environment and 

industrial policies to enhance competiveness and development. We strongly 

welcome candidates with a background in comparative analysis at global level, 

with studies accomplished in advanced as well as emerging economies. 

Full details about the post at the following link: 

https://www.researchgate.net/job/894802_Associate_Professor-

Applied_Economics_Innovation_Development_International_Industry 

 

Associate Professor in Software Engineering and Security 

 We encourage applications from candidates with strong scientific expertise in 

methods for the analysis, design, implementation and maintenance of software 

systems, with particular expertise on techniques for supporting the 

enforcement of non-functional properties of software systems, like 

correctness, security, privacy, and reliability. The successful candidate will 

show an ability to cross the specific disciplinary boundaries in evaluating the 

long-term prospects of the research agenda, and co-operating in a stimulating 

and diverse research environment bringing together scholars from different 

fields, to work collaboratively on the broad themes of the digital transformation 
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with its challenges (e.g. cybersecurity) and opportunities (e.g. 

entrepreneurship). 

Full details about the post at the following link: 

https://www.researchgate.net/job/894801_Associate_Professor-

Software_Engineering_and_Security 

 

Associate Professor in Management and Big Data 

We seek outstanding candidates with proven research skills in using big data 

sources for the analysis of at least one of the following fields: innovation, 

strategy, networks, consumer behaviour. The successful candidate will show a 

passionate drive for research in her/his own field and a true interest in 

teaching on topics related to digital transformations and big data. 

Full details about the post at the following link: 

https://www.researchgate.net/job/894805_Associate_Professor-

Management_and_Big_Data 

 

Associate Professor in Heritage Science 

We seek candidates with an outstanding research record in Heritage and 

Material Science. Interest and expertise in contemporary aspects of 

conservation and preservation, and relevancy of material data are highly 

valuable for the post.  

The successful applicant will demonstrate intellectual vision and applied 

experience to: foster cutting-edge research in heritage science, exhibiting both 

conceptual breadth and world-class specialist excellence; engage with 

laboratory design and equipping; build and lead a research team alongside 

other senior colleagues towards the strategic advancement of heritage 

science, archaeology and art.  Skills on methods for cleaning, self-healing, 

consolidation, protection of artifacts (paintings, drawings, prints, mosaics, and 

sculptures), historical monuments and buildings, as well as archaeological 

sites, are welcome.   

Full details about the post at the following link: 

https://www.researchgate.net/job/894799_Associate_Professor-

Heritage_Science 
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Salary  

The annual salary for Tenure Track Assistant Professor is 42.000 € (gross 

salary). The annual salary for Associate Professor is in the range 55.000 € – 

75.000 € (gross salary) depending on academic position and qualification, and 

according to the standards established by the Italian Public University System. 

Additional provision for travel and accommodation, and seed funding for 

research will be allocated based on individual negotiation. 

Further details about academic positions and academic career in Italy can be 

found at the following web page:  

http://www.unive.it/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=161017 

 

Application 

Please apply only by www.researchgate.com (insert your  complete CV 

together with a complete list of publications and the contacts of two 

references, from whom recommendations can be asked). Please include a 

telephone number with your contact details to ease communication during the 

selection process.  

Applications are accepted only in electronic (PDF) form  till September 

10th, 2017.   

All applicants will be informed about the progress of the selection procedure 

by mid October, 2017, at the latest. 

We expect to fill the positions by Spring 20181. 

Ca’ Foscari University of Venice is an equal opportunity/affirmative action 

employer and encourages applications from women and minorities. 

 

For any questions, please contact our HR Office at recruitment@unive.it 

 

Declaration concerning the use of personal data: 

Personal information contained in this application will be treated with confidentiality and used only for the 

mentioned purposes. Ca’ Foscari University is under obligation to observe current Italian and EU 

legislation pertaining to the protection of personal data. 

The purpose of data collection: 

The purpose of collecting data in the application is to receive relevant information from the applicant 

necessary for the recruitment process to continue.  

                                            
1 Complying with the current Italian legislation, Ca’ Foscari University must await the final approval by the Italian 

Ministry of Education, University and Research to complete the hiring process. 
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